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DRP's Year-End Awards Tradition Continues  

 
Since 2002, the Dolphinfish Research Program (DRP) has 

offered year-end awards as a way to reward the program’s top 

taggers and to spark a competitive spirit among fishermen 

participating in our program.  We are pleased to announce that 

we will continue to honor this tradition. At the end of 2018, 

awards will be presented to up to 14 boats that tagged the most 

fish.  This year, trophies will be reintroduced to the top anglers 

in each category to commemorate their valuable contribution 

to this research program during 2018.  Anglers that win the 

10” bronze electroplated dolphinfish trophy, designed by 

Torogoz, will have the option to have the piece put on a wall 

mount or a desk-top mount.  Each piece will be customized to 

the individual winning that award.  We are very happy with 

the design because each sculpture will be representative of the 

program’s main logo designed by Guy Harvey.  Top award 

recipients in each category will also receive a handcrafted 

Star Standup rod.  To qualify to be recognized with a 

trophy and win a rod and reel, boats must tag a minimum 

of 20 dolphin that year and have tagged the most fish of 

any boat in that division.  Runner-ups in each category will 

receive a Costa Del Mar prize pack and must have tagged a 

minimum of 10 fish in that category and be the boat with the 

2nd most releases in that division.  The rod and reel setup and 

Costa Del Mar prize packs awarded in each division are 

valued at $600.  In addition, the Guy Harvey Ocean 

Foundation has provided two 24” x 35” signed and 

individually numbered “Dolphin Oasis” lithographs valued at 

$200 each.  The lithographs will be awarded to the Top 

Overall Youth Tagger and in a lottery between all participants 

that released more than 20 fish in 2018.  Individuals reporting 

tag recoveries will receive a program T-shirt and a product 

from Costa Del Mar (Tech Shirt) or AFTCO (hat).  Anglers 

that release and submit 10 tagging reports with the appropriate 

tagging details in the same calendar year as when they 

received the tags will receive a program T-shirt.  As a result of 

                                                           
1 MAB = Mid-Atlantic Bight (>35o N U.S. East Coast) 
2 SAB = South Atlantic Bight (<35 o N U.S. East Coast ) 

our year-end award sponsors support, we are pleased to 

announce the following categories in 2018:    

 

2018 Year-End Awards Categories 
 

1. Top Overall Private Boat Tagging 

a. 2nd Overall Private Boat Tagging 

 

2. Top Overall Charter Boat Tagging   

a. 2nd Overall Charter Boat Tagging 

 

3. Top Overall Youth Tagger (grades 6-12) 

a. 2nd Overall Youth Tagger 

 

4. Top Boat Tagging in the MAB1   

a. 2nd Boat Tagging in the MAB 

 

5. Top Boat Tagging in the SAB2 

a. 2nd Boat Tagging in the SAB 

 

6. Top Boat Tagging in the GOM3 

a. 2nd Boat Tagging in the GOM 

 

7. Top Boat Tagging in the Tropics4 

a. 2nd Boat Tagging in the Tropics  

 

Requiring just 20 peanut dolphin to win places a value of $30 

on each fish released because of the market value of the 

awards. Where else can you get $30 for a two-pound dolphin?  

Not to mention the prestige of winning a custom trophy 

representative of your contribution to this fisheries research 

program that uses your data to advance fisheries science 

through scientific publications, outreach via films and 

multimedia, and education. 

This year we are introducing a Top Overall Youth 

Tagger (middle and high school students) category.  If you 

have a son or daughter, niece or nephew, or another 

relationship with a young fishermen in middle or high school, 

you can help these anglers win some amazing awards and 

make a positive contribution to the conservation of dolphin 

and our research program.  To compete as a youth angler, a 

guardian must register the angler with the program so we can 

keep detailed records of the angler’s individual tagging 

reports.  In addition, we require that a picture be taken of the 

youth angler in action from each outing that he or she releases 

a fish.  If you would like to register a youth angler, or request 

a tagging kit to compete in our awards program, please email 

me at wess@beyondourshores.org.   

 

16 Years of Awards 
 

In this article, we would like to highlight the anglers that have 

won awards or were recognized for their tagging efforts since  

3 GOM = Gulf of Mexico 
4 Tropics = Bahamas and Greater Caribbean Sea 

http://www.marineartandtrophies.com/
https://www.guyharvey.com/ocean-foundation/
https://www.costadelmar.com/
https://www.guyharvey.com/art/lithographs/limited-edition/dolphin-oasis.html
https://beyondourshores.org/publications/
https://vimeo.com/255404501
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/mrPATs_January_2018.gif
mailto:wess@beyondourshores.org
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/preliminary-counts-2016_v4.pdf
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Table 1 Dolphinfish Research Program year-end award winners and honorable mentions by category, last name, and year as mentioned in DRP newsletters from 2002-2017. 

 

2002.  The year-end awards have evolved into the current format after years of trial and error with running a successful and fair tagging competition.  Awards have always been 

awarded to the top private and charter boat, but other awards have included Top Tags Recaptured, Top Boats Outside FL, and honorable mentions of the top 10 anglers for each  

Category 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 
Top Private  Kalb III Kalb III Kalb III Gates Gates Gates Heiser Gates Gates Botello Gates  Gates Kattel Kattel Gates 

2nd Private  Brown Smith     R.Delizza Botello Pomenti       

3rd Private  Kahl Harris     Wilson Brownell        

4th Private  Hightower Brown      Pomenti        

5th Private  R. Delizza Baugh      Cathey        

6th Private  Baugh Ritter              

7th Private  Gates Engle              

8th Private  Leasure Davis              

9th Private  Ritter R.Delizza              

10th Private  Cathey Johnson Jr.               

Top Charter Wilson Williams Moseley Thomas Thomas Thomas Thomas Smith Thomas Thomas Thomas  Thomas Thomas Thomas Thomas 

2nd Charter  Thomas Brown     Thomas Smith Smith       

3rd Charter  Ragland Ragland     Weins Gay        

4th Charter   Spring Savard      Harris        

5th Charter  Messina Brafford      Davis        

6th Charter  Brown Thomas              

7th Charter  Harvey Brackett              

8th Charter  Sorice Laffler              

9th Charter  Norris               

10th Charter                 

Top Angler Baugh Kalb III Kalb III Brown Brown Brown Brown Wilson  Brownell       

2nd Angler  Brown Brown     Harris  Patton       

3rd Angler  Kahl Baugh     Mitchell         

4th Angler  B. Delizza Caba              

5th Angler  Baugh B.Delizza              

6th Angler  Cathey Engle              

7th Angler  D. Kalb Smoak              

8th Angler  Allen Leasure              

9th Angler   Harris Kelley              

10th Angler  Hightower Wilson              

Top Recaps  Kalb III               

2nd Recaps  Brown               

3rd Recaps  Baugh               

Top Outside FL     Thomas Unsell Smith Prendergast Thomas        

Top MAB         Cathey     Jobes  Jobes 

2nd MAB                 

Top SAB        R.Delizza Frevert  Smith  Pomenti Gates York Kattel 

2nd SAB           Cathey  Conroy Pomenti Gates York 

Top Tropics        Botello Botello  Botello  Botello Majchrzak  Butler 

2nd Tropics           Rivera  Mitchell    

Top GOM          Gates   Felinski Felinski   

2nd GOM          Lenderman   Parramore    
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respective category over a few of the earlier years of the program.  Moving forward, 

we are going to follow the categories outlined in the first article of this newsletter, in 

terms of year-end awards, but also provide honorable mentions for the top 10 boats 

in each category.  We are also going to provide honorable mentions to the anglers 

responsible for the most recaptures generated during each year.  This should allow us 

to promote the participation of more of our anglers more frequently, which is a 

primary goal of the program.  In turn, this could lead to more awards, award 

categories, and incentives for fishermen to tag and release small dolphinfish to 

promote the conservation of this critically important game fish.  Last but not least 

please be sure to thank any representatives that you meet from the following 

organizations: Big Rock Sports of Graham, NC; Star Rods of Morehead City, NC; 

Costa Del Mar of Daytona Beach, FL; the Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation of Dania 

Beach, FL; and AFTCO of Santa Ana, CA.  Without the support of these 

conservation minded fishing industry partners, our year-end awards program would 

not be possible.  

 

Studying Fish and Fishery Dynamics around FADs  

in the U.S. Caribbean Sea 
 

Since 2014, I have been a contractor working in support of the Marine Ecology 

Division of the Puerto Rico Department of Natural and Environmental Resources 

(DNER) to develop a fish aggregating device (FAD) research program relative to a 

newly installed moored FAD system off Puerto Rico.  Puerto Rico’s FAD program 

and my research has been made possible 

by the Federal Aid in Sport Fish 

Restoration (Dingell-Johnson) Program  

of the USFWS and Grant 

(No:F14AF00688) Administered by the 

Puerto Rico DNER.  With this support, 

over the years this work has led to the 

development of a team effort to collect 

data based on the following research 

components: (1) catch per unit effort; 

(2) fish movements (mahi, wahoo, & 

silky sharks); (3) dive surveys (e.g., 

visual fish census); and (4) vessel 

census.  Datasets for all of these 

components began compilation 

following the installation of the first FAD on June 2nd, 2015.  Unexpectedly, much of 

the preliminary data we began collecting objectively pointed to dolphinfish as one of 

the primary research targets.  For example, within the first 9 months of data 

collection on catch relative to the FADs, we compiled 348 catch reports from 80 

vessels that showed dolphinfish were caught 10 to 17 times more at the FADs than 

tuna and marlin species, respectively.  Ongoing research with more detailed catch 

and effort reports (see below) supports this, too.  In addition, preliminary movement 

data revealed that dolphinfish can remain in the FAD array for 10 days and visual 

census surveys observed large schools of dolphinfish.  Lastly, vessel census suggests 

that multiple sectors overlap in FAD use using a variety of fishing techniques such as 

pole and troll, live baiting, handlining, jigging, and spearfishing.  This is the reason 

why when Don Hammond approached me to assume the lead of the DRP by forming 

a 501(c)(3) to support the program I felt it was natural to include other research 

programs as part of the Foundation’s overall mission, vision, and portfolio because 

each component gathers unique datasets on dolphinfish and involves fishermen and 

the public in the research in various ways.  Our FAD work in the U.S. Caribbean 

involves the help of over 30 boats and hundreds of fishermen and we are pleased to 

report that, after 3 years of serving as an independent contractor for DNER, they 

have just awarded the Beyond Our Shores Foundation with a research grant to 

continue our Collaborative FAD Research off Puerto Rico.  Due to the interest in our 

research among fishermen around Puerto Rico and throughout the region, we 

recently began a quarterly newsletter to keep fishermen up to date on our findings 

from the program.  We also include updates from other partners such as Legada 

Azul, which leads FAD manufacturing and deployment, as well as updates from the 

USVIs Fish and Wildlife.  If you are interested in receiving our quarterly updates on 

the Collaborative FAD Research Program please click here.  Below, we include the 

first article in our Collaborative FAD Research program quarterly eNewsletter that 

examines an interesting question: Are the goals of the Puerto Rico FAD system 

being met?   

http://www.bigrocksports.com/
http://www.starfishingtackle.com/
https://www.costadelmar.com/
https://www.guyharvey.com/ocean-foundation/
https://aftco.com/
https://signup.e2ma.net/signup/1866148/1809236/
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beyondourshores.org 

 
Made Possible by the Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson) Program  

of the USFWS and Grant (No:F14AF00688) Administered by the Puerto Rico DNER 
 

 

 
Research Prior to 2017 Hurricane Season Provides Glimpse into FAD 

Efficacy 
Marine recreational fishing in Puerto Rico provides tens of millions of dollars 

in sales impact to local businesses across the island every year.  Recognizing 

the value of marine recreational fisheries to the island, the Department of 

Natural and Environmental Resources initiated the Puerto Rico FAD System 

to achieve three main goals: (1) increase catch and decrease time and 

money spent searching for fish; (2) provide saltwater recreational fishing 

opportunities for Puerto Rican and visiting anglers; and (3) shift fishing 

effort from coastal habitats to offshore waters.  This program was modeled 

after the highly successful and extensive Hawaii FAD program.  Beyond Our 

Shores, Inc., received funds to design and implement a collaborative FAD 

research program to assess whether these main goals are being met.  In this 

article, we provide preliminary results that suggest they are. 

Since June 2015, the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources 

has established and maintained the Puerto Rico FAD System.  With support 

from Sport Fish Restoration Program of the Fish and Wildlife Service, FADs 

have been deployed from Manati to Fajardo.  At the time of writing, 3 FADs 

are currently active.  Four are pending redeployment.  Fundación Legado 

Azul, the non-profit hired to build and deploy the FADs, has been very busy, 

and has a full schedule to deploy more in the immediate future (read more 

here).  In order to begin to quantify the impact of FADs on fisheries in 

Puerto Rico, 30 boat captains agreed to collaborate and provide high 

resolution catch and GPS data.  The GPS data provide time and location, 

which along with catch allow us to calculate fishing effort as, catch per unit 

 

http://www.beyondourshores.org/
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Q1-March-FAD-eNewsletter-v2.pdf
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Q1-March-FAD-eNewsletter-v2.pdf
http://www.prfadsystem.com
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Fig 1 Makaira's catch and effort in 2016/2017 (click for larger view) 

 

 

effort on a spatial scale relative to FAD locations.  To date, we have 

collected two years of catch and effort data from participating captains for 

nearly every outing they embarked upon.  The captains represent major 

charter, recreational, and commercial anglers from around the island.  The 

first captain that agreed to participate was Captain Luis Lagrandier of 

Puerto Rico Sportfishing Charters, who routinely takes local and 

international clients fishing aboard his boat Makaira.  When we started 

tracking Makaira’s catch and effort on October 25, 2016, all of the FADs 

were in place (See Fig 1 upper panel).  Preliminary analysis of Makaira’s 

activity, show that while there was roughly equal catches at the FAD versus 

away, there was actually more time spent away from the FAD to get that 

catch, indicating that catch per unit effort is actually higher at the FAD.  As 

the season progressed, FAD E was lost on November 28, 2016, and FAD F 

was lost on January 17, 2017, and this influenced Makaira to shift fishing 

effort toward FAD G, the next closest FAD to its home port, Dorado (See Fig 

1 lower panel).  With FAD E and F not in place, Makaira altered its fishing 

pattern, increasing both its average time and distance covered per trip.  In 

addition, Makaira’s fishing grounds increased by approximately 106 square 

kilometers, which meant the vessel trolled a greater area in search of fish.  

Makaira’s shift toward FAD G, however, did seem to pay off, having caught 

4 times more dorado at FAD G than caught elsewhere.  Interestingly, 

Makaira’s catch away from the FAD included a more diverse array of pelagic 

species, which may be related to the propensity for some species (e.g., 

dorado) to show high fidelity with the FADs while others do not.  Makaira’s 

case study is one of several compiled by our team and highlights the value 

of collaborative research to describe FAD-vessel dynamics.  Collectively, 

data indicate that FAD presence can influence catch, effort, and fishing 

costs.     

One of the key management decisions to install FADs in Puerto Rico 

was to increase sport fishing opportunities and to shift recreational fishing 

activity from stressed coastal habitats offshore.  In order to investigate 

whether this goal was being met, in January 2017, we began monitoring the 

  

http://www.prsportfishing.com/
http://www.prsportfishing.com/
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Fig_1_Makaira_oct_to_may-copy-1.jpg
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catch and effort of vessels that predominantly fish nearshore.  Captain Luis Burgos of the Caribbean Fishing Academy (CFA), a predominantly light-tackle 

nearshore fishing charter that operates in San Juan Bay is the example described here (Fig. 2).  CFA embarked upon 88 trips, with the majority of the outings 

taking place throughout coastal habitats in and around San Juan Bay.  Proximal to the mouth of San Juan bay are FAD C and D, 5.44 and 4.95 miles offshore, 

respectively.  After analysis of 88 trips, 19 of those (or 21.5%) were 

taken offshore to fish the FADs.  While Offshore, CFA caught 

dorado, billfish, and tuna and spent the majority of time at FAD C 

and D; while inshore, CFA caught 17 different species but 

predominantly tarpon, crevalle jack, snook, and guavancha.  

Because we do not have CFA’s catch and effort before the FADs 

were installed, we cannot determine if the FADs influenced CFA to 

move offshore or whether those trips were more successful.  

Nonetheless, the data and preliminary analysis do show that 

offshore catch and effort was highest immediately adjacent to 

FADs, which suggests they provided Captain Burgos with more 

fishing options and a more diverse array of sport fishing 

opportunities to his clients.      

After the passage of Hurricane Maria many of the devices 
we had on boats were damaged, but I am pleased to report that all 
boats are back online providing additional data. These preliminary 
results provide insights into the fishery and fish dynamics 
surrounding San Juan’s FAD array that could not have been 
acquired without the collaboration of boat captains around the 
island.  Collectively, this information can be used to help justify the 
importance of FADs to the charter and recreational fleet, to the 
local economy, and for tourism; it can also provide valuable 
information on species-FAD interactions which can be used to 
sustainably manage the placement, number, and density of future 
FADs around the island.  For more information on how to 
participate in our ongoing research please contact me at 
wess@beyondourshores.org.  To learn more about the research 
being conducted in Puerto Rico’s FADs click here.  

Fig 2 CFA's Catch and Effort 2017 (click for larger view) 

http://www.caribbeanfishingacademy.com/
https://vimeo.com/beyondourshores/prfads
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/CFA-copy.jpg
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T-Shirts Are Available for Purchase 

Help support the DRP and research associated with 

dolphin by purchasing program tees.  The DRP’s 

fantastic logo featured on the shirts was done by Guy 

Harvey, the amazing marine artist and fisheries 

scientist.  The t-shirts were printed by Casta Design 

in San Diego, CA, owned and operated by Dom 

Castagnola.  Dom also designed the Collab FAD tee 

and we love the design.  Please click here to order a 

t-shirt. 

Dolphinfish Research Program Supported by the Beyond Our Shores 

Foundation 

The Dolphinfish Research Program is suppoted by the Beyond Our Shores 

Foundation, a corporation that has received 501(c)(3) 

tax-exempt status.  Beyond Our Shores, Inc., was 

founded to provide financial, accounting, marketing, 

and scientific support to the Dolphinfish Research 

Program.  It was also founded to enhance and conserve 

marine fisheries, ocean habitats, and the coastal 

communities they support.  With the Foundation setup, 

we now need your help to keep this research program going.  We need to 

acquire funding to cover operating costs for 2018 above the original budget 

of 38K when this program began 16 years ago.  To help the DRP continue to 

thrive and expand, we ask that you kindly offer your financial support.  

Fishing clubs, fishing industry representatives or individuals who are 

interested in supporting the Dolphinfish Research Program should contact 

wess@beyondourshores.org or mail checks to the address below.  

 

 

 

Click here or image to Donate 

 

Click here or image to Donate 

To Donate by Check, Make Checks out to:   

 

Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphin Study 

 

Mail to:   

Wessley Merten 

Beyond Our Shores, Inc. 

PO BOX 662 

Rockville, MD, 20848 

Email:  wess@beyondourshores.org 

Website:  beyondourshores.org 

 

https://www.guyharvey.com/
https://www.guyharvey.com/
https://castadesign.com/
https://beyondourshores.org/shop/
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Beyond-Our-Shores-IRS-Determination-Letter.pdf
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Beyond-Our-Shores-IRS-Determination-Letter.pdf
mailto:wess@beyondourshores.org
https://beyondourshores.org/donate-2/
https://www.paypal.me/beyoundourshores
mailto:wess@beyondourshores.org
https://beyondourshores.org/beyond-our-shores-supporting-the-dolphinfish-research-program/
https://beyondourshores.org/donate-2/
https://www.paypal.me/beyoundourshores
https://www.facebook.com/dolphinfishresearchprogram?ref=bookmarks
https://beyondourshores.org/
https://beyondourshores.org/shop/
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https://beyondourshores.org/2018-donors/

